Scientific letters

Inappropriate Shock Due to Air Entrapment in the Pocket of a Subcutaneous Implantable Cardioverter-defibrillator

Shock inadecuado debido al atrapamiento de aire en el bolsillo de un desfibrilador automático implantable subcutáneo

To the Editor,

A 41-year-old man with a history of resuscitated cardiac arrest and Brugada syndrome was admitted to our hospital because of lead dysfunction in the internal implantable cardioverter-defibrillator (ICD) implanted 16 years previously. A high shock impedance (> 200 Ω) signaled the dysfunction and ICD lead fracture could be observed on X-ray. Due to the risk of ICD lead extraction and the lack of a need for pacing, we decided to abandon the ICD lead and to implant a subcutaneous ICD (S-ICD). During the screening for S-ICD implantation, the sensing was correct in all 3 configurations. The old ICD device was explanted and the lead connectors were sealed with silicone caps. The S-ICD was implanted, creating an intermuscular pocket in the midaxillary line between the anterior surface of the serratus muscle and the posterior surface of the latissimus dorsi muscle. The ICD electrode was implanted with the 3-incision technique, with application of a xiphoid and a superior parasternal incision. After

Figure 1. Electrocardiogram tracing of the shock episode. A wobbling isoelectric line with ventricular oversensing (S, T) before the discharge and regular QRS complexes (S) after the discharge (arrow) can be seen. The patient was asymptomatic before and after the shock. BPM, beats per minute.
the implantation, a defibrillation test was performed, showing a shock impedance of 98 Ω. The sensing signal was correct in all configurations. Two therapy zones (210 and 240 bpm) were programmed and the primary vector (proximal lead to can) selected for signal detection. The next day, the patient was discharged from the hospital. One hour later, he returned to the hospital because of an ICD shock. He was asymptomatic before and after the episode. S-ICD interrogation showed an electrocardiogram tracing with extremely low voltage, causing inappropriate shock due to ventricular oversensing. After S-ICD shock, sinus rhythm and normal QRS complexes were observed (Figure 1). The shock impedance was increased to 151 Ω. The sensing signal was correct in all configurations, at rest as well as during exercise. No dislodgement of the lead or S-ICD was observed on X-ray. However, on close inspection of the postimplant X-ray, a patchy, transparent zone of air was observed covering the S-ICD can (Figure 2A, 2B). The patient was encouraged to walk up and down the ward to promote mobilization of the air. After 2 days, a reduction was observed in the air located at the device pocket (Figure 2C). A defibrillation test was performed, showing a shock impedance of 70 Ω. The patient was again discharged home and has remained free of events to date.

Most inappropriate S-ICD shocks occur because of T-wave oversensing or supraventricular tachycardia above the discrimination zone. Subcutaneous emphysema or air entrapment in the pacemaker pocket is a known cause of malfunction of unipolar pacemaker systems. This case illustrates delivery of an inappropriate shock due to air entrapment in the S-ICD pocket. At the end of the implantation, when the patient was in horizontal position, there was correct shock impedance in the measurement taken. However, in the first X-ray, taken when the patient was upright, air entrapment could be seen around the pocket. Mobilization of the patient had likely led to air accumulation between the S-ICD can and the muscle. This decreased the sensing signal (primary vector) and increased the shock impedance. The “Smart Pass” filter of the S-ICD enables the device to use a 9 Hz filter up to 40 Hz if the signal is above 0.25 mV. However, it does not help to reduce baseline wandering, as this is the result of intermittent contact, instability, or the presence of air. Immediately after ICD shock, the sensing was correct. Muscle contraction triggered by the shock may have redistributed the air, improving the contact between the muscle and the ICD can. Zipse et al. recently published a case with an electrocardiogram showing a pattern similar to our case, wherein the air entrapment was demonstrated surrounding the distal electrode, leading to 7 inappropriate shocks. They were able to solve the problem elegantly by reprogramming the sensing vector of the S-ICD to the primary sensing vector, thereby excluding the distal electrode. In our case, the reprogramming of the ICD sensing (excluding the ICD can) did not solve the problem due to the high shock impedance. A conservative strategy of mobilizing the patient and waiting 2 days to allow for reabsorption of the air solved the problem. The size, as well as the location, of the S-ICD favors air entrapment in the pocket. This can be avoided by irrigating with saline solution and applying manual compression during pocket closure.
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Relevance of Etiological Study of Aortic Dissection: Family History and Histology as Key Players

Relevancia del estudio etiológico de la disección de aorta: la historia familiar y la histología como protagonistas

To the Editor,

Type A aortic dissection is a condition associated with high mortality. Early diagnosis and surgical treatment are essential because of the risk of rapidly developing serious complications such as severe aortic regurgitation, cardiac tamponade, aortic rupture, and even death in a high percentage of cases.

A variety of risk factors are known to contribute to aortic rigidity, favoring the development of both aneurysms and dissections. Of these factors, hypertension is one of the most important. Fibrous intimal thickening and increased proteoglycans and CD68-positive macrophages/histiocytes are usually observed in aortic aging. These findings are associated with atherosclerosis. Several genetic syndromes are also associated with ascending aortic aneurysms and dissections. The most frequent and well known are Marfan syndrome and bicuspid aortic valve, but others such as Loeys-Dietz syndrome and Turner syndrome are also relatively frequent causes. These syndromes share certain histopathological characteristics, mainly cystic medial degeneration. An abnormal finding common to these syndromes is upregulation of the activity of transforming growth factor β in the ascending aorta.